A r t i c l e s
Foxtail millet (Setaria italica) was domesticated >8,700 years ago 1 . Although foxtail millet was an important foodstuff in neolithic China and continues to be cultivated in semi-arid areas, the specific growth conditions and low productivity have limited its potential as a crop. Foxtail millet is closely related to several biofuel grasses with complex genomes, such as switchgrass (Panicum virgatum), napier grass (Pennisetum purpureum) and pearl millet (Pennisetum glaucum). Of these related species, foxtail millet is the most suitable plant for whole genome sequencing and analysis owing to its small genome (~490 Mb) 2 , self-pollination, rich genetic diversity (~6,000 varieties) 3, 4 , the existence of a complete collection of germplasm and the availability of high-throughput transformation platforms 2 .
Genetic maps have already been constructed for foxtail millet using different markers 3, 4 . Comparisons between genetic maps of foxtail millet, rice and pearl millet have shed light on the chromosomal relationships between these grasses 4, 5 . Genetic variations of foxtail millet have also been studied in some genomic regions 6 and population of foxtail millet has been investigated using single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP), simple sequence repeat and other markers 7, 8 . Evolutionary relationships between foxtail millet and its wild ancestor green millet have been studied using polymorphisms in single genes 9 or genomic regions 6 . Small collections of other resources, including simple sequence repeats 10 and expressed sequence tags (ESTs) 11 , have also been developed. The process of C 4 photosynthesis and genes in C4 pathway has been investigated 12 . The availability of genome sequences has enabled the identification of gene duplication and neofunctionalization events that have contributed to the evolution of several enzymes involved in C 4 photosynthesis 13 . Carboxylase, which catalyses the first reaction in C 4 photosynthesis, is thought to differ in C 3 and C 4 plants 14 . However, evolution of carboxylase genes in C 3 and C 4 plants is still not well understood, especially in grasses. Using the foxtail millet genome draft, we were able to analyze carboxylase gene evolution in C 3 and C 4 grasses.
We used whole genome shotgun combined with next-generation sequencing to assemble a draft genome of the foxtail millet strain 'Zhang gu' . The final genome assembly was 423 Mb, ~86% of the estimated genome size, with repeats comprising ~46% of the genome. We annotated 38,801 protein-coding genes, of which ~81% were expressed. Nine foxtail millet chromosomes were found to be formed after three chromosomal reshuffling events. The carbonic anhydrase genes in the C 4 pathway were found to differ between C 3 and C 4 grasses. Finally, using developed structural variant and SNP markers, we mapped the sethoxydim-resistance trait to a known gene 15 .
RESULTS

Sequencing and assembly
Whole genome shotgun combined with next-generation sequencing has been used to assemble large mammal [16] [17] [18] and plant genomes [19] [20] [21] . Although this method has proven limitations when used to assemble long-repeat regions 22 , improvements in sequencing (using paired-end Genome sequence of foxtail millet (Setaria italica) provides insights into grass evolution and biofuel potential A r t i c l e s sequencing) and bioinformatics (more efficient assemblers) 23, 24 have enabled resolution of repeat-rich regions from such data 25, 26 . We used the whole genome shotgun-next-generation sequencing strategy to assemble the draft genome of a widely cultivated strain of foxtail millet named Zhang gu. DNA libraries with different insert sizes ranging from 170 bp to 40 kb (Supplementary Table 1 ) were cloned to resolve sequences of repetitive regions. Sequencing was carried out using Illumina second-generation sequencers. After filtering, ~40 Gb data were subjected to SOAPdenovo 23 which used de Bruijn graphs for genome assembly using pair-end short-reads. After gap filling, the contig N50 was 25.4 kb, and 90% (in length) of the contigs were contained in 16,903 contigs ( Table 1 and Supplementary Table 2 ). The scaffold N50 was 1.0 Mb and 90% of the scaffolds (380 Mb) were contained in the 439 longest scaffolds. The total length of all scaffolds was 423 Mb, with 28 Mb (6.6%) gaps . The genome size was estimated to be ~490 Mb by cytogenetic methods 2 , which was consistent with the estimation by k-mer analysis carried out in this study (Supplementary Notes) (~485 Mb). Thus the scaffolds covered ~86% (81% if excluding gaps) of the total genome.
Marker development and genetic map construction
We resequenced another widely cultivated strain of foxtail millet named ' A2' to identify variations and construct a genetic map for anchoring scaffolds onto chromosomes. A2 is a photothermosensitive male-sterile line. We used Illumina GA II to sequence the A2 strain to ~10× in depth. We identified 542,322 SNPs, 33,587 small insertion and deletions (indels), and 10,839 structural variants between A2 and Zhang gu (Supplementary Notes). Then we constructed an F 2 population with 480 individuals by crossing Zhang gu and A2. We genotyped 759 variations including 118 SNPs and 641 structural variants (Supplementary Table 3 ) in the F 2 population. Of those markers, the 751 (covering the 613 longest scaffolds) that showed segregation in the F 2 population were used to construct the genetic map. The 751 markers were clustered into nine linkage groups (Supplementary Fig. 1) , and we were able to anchor the 613 longest scaffolds (~400 Mb, with ~26 Mb gaps) onto nine chromosomes.
We compared the genetic distance to the physical distance of these 751 genetic markers (Supplementary Fig. 2 ) and found that 33% of the genome was located in low-recombination regions, a percentage lower than in sorghum (62%) 27 but higher than in rice (15%) 28 . The average ratio of genetic-to-physical distance in low-and high-recombination regions was 0.44 cM/Mb and 6.77 cM/Mb, respectively. In the low-recombination regions, we identified a clustered 155-bp repeat unit, which was similar in sequence to the 140-bp centromere elements in sorghum 29 . This repeat unit is likely to be a constitutive, centromererelated element.
Assessment of genome assembly
We first mapped all the individual reads back to the genome assembly (Supplementary Table 4 ) and found that >89% of the reads could be mapped, which was consistent with the estimated coverage of the assembly. Among mapped reads, ~8% were mapped without a proper paired-end relationship, which could be caused by difficulty in mapping or a discrepancy in assembly. We compared our genome assembly with the sorghum genome (version 1.0) to identify 1,937 large-scale rearrangements (Supplementary Table 5 ), and most of them (99%) were well supported by paired-end mapped reads; ~1% was not well supported, which might be because of assembly errors (Supplementary Fig. 3 ). We also used optical mapping 30 to validate our genome assembly. We mapped 99.8% of the optical fragments to the assembly ( Supplementary Fig. 4) , which confirms the accuracy of the genome assembly. Finally we used a different assembler, ALLPATHS-LG 24 , to carry out a second assembly. The two assemblies were comparable (Supplementary Tables 2 and 6 ), although the assembly by ALLPATHS-LG had longer contigs, longer scaffolds, more gaps and shorter total length. We mapped the 20 longest scaffolds assembled by ALLPATHS-LG (123 Mb in total) to our genome assembly ( Supplementary Fig. 5 ) and found that 99% of these sequences were present in our assembly. Further, structural variations between the two assemblies only comprised ~0.9% of the mapped length.
We also assessed the assembly of genes. We sequenced mRNAs from four tissues (root, leaf, spica and stem), assembled the transcripts and mapped them to the genome assembly. Coverage of the gene regions was estimated to be ~96% (Supplementary Table 7 ). We then assessed coverage of core eukaryotic genes 31, 32 (Supplementary Table 8) , which showed that >99% of conserved genes were present. We also mapped all the available gene sequences from foxtail millet present in the NCBI nucleotide database (28 genes) to the genome assembly, and of these, 27 genes were present in our draft genome (Supplementary Table 9 ). Finally, we mapped genes from Arabidopsis, sorghum, maize and rice to the genome to identify incomplete gene fragments (Supplementary Table 10 ). We randomly selected 82 gene fragments, and 81 (99%) of them were validated by Sanger sequencing (Supplementary Table 11 ).
Repeat content in the draft genome Comprehensive repeat annotation of the draft Zhang gu genome revealed that ~46% of the genome comprised transposable elements ( Table 1 and Supplementary Table 12 ). Both retroelements (class I transposable element; 31.6%) and DNA transposons (class II transposable element; 9.4%) were identified. The most abundant repeat elements were long terminal repeats (LTRs), which comprised 29.6% of the genome. Of these LTRs, 22.1% of the genome was gypsy and 7.2% of the genome was copia (the rest 0.3% were other LTRs), with the ratio of gypsy-like to copia-like elements 3.1:1 (Supplementary Table 13 ). Other types of transposable elements were DNA transposons (9.4%), long interspersed nuclear elements (LINEs, 1.8%), Fig. 6 ). The insertion time of most LTRs was estimated to be ~0.3-1.0 million years ago (Myr ago) ( Supplementary  Fig. 7 ). Recent LTRs (<0.1 Myr ago) comprised only 4.7% of the total LTRs. Distribution of recent LTRs was more random than that of ancient LTRs (Supplementary Fig. 6 ). Transposable element proportions in the five grasses (Brachypodium 33 , rice 28 , sorghum 27 , maize 34 and foxtail millet; Supplementary Table 13) varied from 27% (Brachypodium) to 84% (maize), with higher transposable element contents in larger genomes. In the case of LTRs, the proportions present in Brachypodium, rice (~20%) and foxtail millet (29.6%) were substantially lower than those present in sorghum (54%) and maize (75%). The composition of LTRs in these species varied, too. The ratio of gypsy LTRs to copia LTRs was highest in sorghum (3.7 to 1), lower in rice (2.83 to 1), Brachypodium (3.3 to 1) and foxtail millet (3.1 to 1), and lowest in maize (2.0 to 1). It has been reported that genome size changes that occur through rapid multiplication of transposable elements probably has large effects on specification 35, 36 . Therefore, different transposable element compositions in grasses resulting from transposable element multiplication might have affected the diversification of grasses.
Foxtail millet genes
We used an integrated annotation pipeline to predict a total of 38,801 genes in the draft genome (Supplementary Table 14) . According to mRNA sequencing data from four tissues, ~81.7% of these genes were expressed. The average transcript length of annotated genes was 2,522 bp, which was substantially shorter than transcripts predicted by mapping the RNA sequencing data to the genome. To resolve this discrepancy, we added untranslated regions (UTRs) to the gene models, in accordance with the RNA sequencing data. In foxtail millet, the average intron length (442 bp), average exon length (256 bp) and average exons per gene (4.3) were similar to all other grasses except maize (Supplementary Table 15 ). Functional annotation confirmed that 78.8% of the genes have homologs with known functions in protein databases (Supplementary Table 16 ). We searched for conserved genes present in other grasses in the foxtail millet gene set, and found that 99% (11,847 out of 11,969) of conserved genes have homologs in foxtail millet. This confirmed that the draft sequence is reasonably complete. We also identified 1,367 pseudogenes in the genome (Supplementary Notes and Supplementary Table 17) .
Noncoding RNA genes were predicted in the genome (Supplementary Table 18 and Supplementary Fig. 8 ). We identified 99 ribosomal RNA genes, and four large clusters on chromosomes 8 and 9 harbored 23 rRNA genes (~23%). We identified 704 tRNA genes, compared to 611 in Arabidopsis 37 . We observed large clusters of tRNA genes on chromosomes 1, 7, 8 and 9 (Supplementary Fig. 8 ).
One hundred fifty-nine microRNA (miRNA) genes and 99 small nuclear RNA (snRNA) genes also showed biased chromosomal distribution (Supplementary Fig. 8 ).
Evolution of foxtail millet
The draft genome of foxtail millet was compared to Brachypodium, rice, sorghum and maize. The phylogenetic relationships among the grasses are shown in Figure 1a . Foxtail millet was split from sorghum and maize ~27 Myr ago. Paralogous relationships among the nine foxtail millet chromosomes revealed five major duplications between chromosomes 2 and 9, 4 and 1, 7 and 1, 6 and 2, and 5 and 3 ( Supplementary  Fig. 9 ). The accumulated transversion rate at fourfold degenerate sites of the third codons (4DTv) distribution of all paralogous genes further suggested that most of the duplications were generated in the whole genome duplication (WGD) event shared by all grasses (Fig. 1b) , which was estimated to be ~70 Myr ago. Therefore WGD in foxtail millet preceded before the split from sorghum and maize.
Intergenomic analyses between foxtail millet, Brachypodium, rice, sorghum and maize revealed highly conserved colinearity, which supports a close evolutionary relationship among these grasses. In total, we identified 24 large colinear blocks between foxtail millet and rice; 19 between foxtail millet and sorghum; 20 between foxtail millet and Brachypodium; and 29 between foxtail millet and maize, indicating that 71.8%, 72.1%, 61.5% and 86.7% of the foxtail millet genome is colinear with these grasses, respectively ( Fig. 1c and Supplementary Table 19 ).
Evolution of chromosomes
Despite the close evolutionary relationship among the grasses, the chromosomes of grasses have undergone extensive rearrangements. Figure 1 Genome evolution of foxtail millet. (a) Evolutionary relationships of the three subfamilies of grasses, including divergence times, whole genome duplication (WGD) events and nested chromosomes fusion (NCF) events. WGD and NCF events were reported in a previous study 29 
Ancestral chromosome reconstruction of grasses has revealed that the ancestor of grasses had 12 chromosomes after one WGD and two nest chromosome fission events 38 . However, how different species evolved from the 12 ancestral chromosomes is unknown. To investigate evolution of foxtail millet chromosomes, we used rice as the reference comparison strain because it has retained 12 chromosomes. We found that foxtail millet chromosomes 2, 3 and 9 were colinear with rice chromosomes 7 and 9, 5 and 12, and 3 and 10, respectively (Fig. 1c) , indicating that after divergence from the common ancestor, three pairs of chromosomes separately fused to form three chromosomes in foxtail millet. Among the three nest chromosome fusion events that occurred in foxtail millet, two also occurred during the evolution of sorghum (Fig. 1c) , indicating that these two nest chromosome fusion events most likely occurred before the divergence of sorghum and foxtail millet. The nest chromosome fusion event that fused chromosomes 8 and 9 of sorghum into chromosome 3 of foxtail millet likely occurred after divergence of foxtail millet from sorghum. Such chromosome reshuffling events might have introduced genetic variation and contributed to speciation of these plants.
Evolution of gene families
Differences in gene families of grass genomes are important sources of genetic traits and adaptation in different species 39, 40 . Since divergence from their common ancestor, grass genomes have an active history of rearrangements that have been accompanied by both minor-or macro-colinearity erosion, which could have a significant impact on gene inventories. In foxtail millet, many genes that underwent ancestral duplication in the grass paleopolyploidy event have since lost one copy. We identified 26,369 (69.5%), 24,722 (65.2%), 25,717 (67.8%), 12,167 (32.1%) foxtail millet genes that were in colinear blocks with rice, sorghum, Brachypodium and maize genes, respectively. Genes in colinear blocks should have paralogs that arose during the WGD. However, within those colinear blocks, 37.1% of rice, 34.7% of sorghum, 34.8% of Brachypodium and 29.9% of maize genes retained only one copy. This indicates that nearly half of the duplicated gene pairs lost one copy over time. The other half of the duplicated genes retained both copies, and would be expected to be subjected to neofunctionalization or subfunctionalization.
Expansion or contraction of gene families has an important role in diversification of flowering plants 41, 42 . We identified gene families in fifteen plants, including plants from the rosids clade (Arabidopsis, papaya, populus, cucumber, soybean, apple, grape, castor bean), asterids clade (potato) and poaceae family (foxtail millet, rice, maize, sorghum, Brachypodium) (Fig. 1d) . In total, we identified 15,382 plant gene families shared by all fifteen species and 11,088 pan-grass gene families that are shared by all angiosperm plants, most of which were involved in molecular binding, transport, catalytic activity and metabolic processes. Comparing species from poaceae with species from other grass clades, we identified 10,263 gene families specific to poaceae. Additional comparisons within poaceae species revealed 3,552 panicoideae-specific families and 1,517 foxtail millet-specific gene families. Gene Ontology annotation of these foxtail milletspecific gene families showed that some of these gene families may have roles in stress responses (Supplementary Table 20) . One such family that contains 586 genes was functionally annotated as "response to water." This indicates that foxtail millet-specific genes might be related to adaptation of foxtail millet to semi-arid environments. In addition to common or specific gene families, we also identified 591 gene families in foxtail millet that showed considerable contraction in foxtail millet compared to other grasses (Supplementary Table 21 ). C 4 pathway in grasses C 4 plants have an advantage over C 3 plants because C 4 photosynthesis has more efficient carbon fixation, especially in arid areas 18, 43 . C 4 photosynthesis is of polyphyletic origin, which indicates that relatively few evolutionary changes are required to establish this photosynthetic system 44 . We identified the key photosynthetic genes involved in the C 4 metabolic cycle (Fig. 2a) in Brachypodium, rice, sorghum, maize and foxtail millet using known C 4 pathway genes. We found that all the genes involved in C 4 carbon fixation pathways were also present in C 3 plants (Supplementary Table 22) . Thus the evolution of the C 4 pathway may have resulted from functional changes in these genes. 
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We also analyzed the carbonic anhydrase genes, which have important roles in the CO 2 -concentrating process of C 4 plants. A phylogenetic tree of the carbonic anhydrase homologs identified in five grasses revealed that there were three major carbonic anhydrase subfamilies (CAα, CAβ and CAγ), consistent with previous data 14, 45 (Fig. 2b) . There was one copy of CAα and CAγ in each of the five species, but there were more copies of CAβ in the C 4 plants than in rice and Brachypodium. Distribution of 4DTv of all the identified carbonic anhydrase homolog genes (Fig. 2c) suggested that CAγ genes are more ancient than genes from the other two subfamilies and CAα genes were probably generated in the WGD of grasses (4DTv of CAα was 0.38, coincident with the 4DTv of the WGD). CAβ genes were likely to be generated by tandem duplication (Fig. 2d) . We identified one CAα gene, two CAβ genes and one CAγ in foxtail millet. The CAα and CAβ genes formed a gene cluster on chromosome 5 (~27 Mb) in a colinear block with the homologous counterparts from Brachypodium (chromosome 2, ~45.25 Mb), rice (chromosome 1, ~26.5 Mb), sorghum (chromosome 3, ~57.3 Mb) and maize (chromosomes 3 and 8).
Of the three carbonic anhydrase subfamilies, CAβ catalyzes the first reaction in the C 4 pathway by hydrating atmospheric CO 2 to bicarbonate in the cytosol of mesophyll cells. Tandem duplication of CAβ genes was only observed in C 4 grasses, so it may be important in the evolution of the C 4 pathway.
Combining this phylogenetic analysis with the transcriptome data generated in this study, we found that one of the foxtail millet CAβ genes, Ft_CA1 (Millet_GLEAN_10030850), was highly expressed in mesophyll (with fragments per kilobase of exon per million fragments mapped, FPKM value 22,970). The nonsynonymous to synonymous ratio of this gene (9.9) revealed that it was under adaptive selection ( Supplementary  Fig. 10 ). These findings indicate that this Ft_CA1 gene might be important for the C 4 photosynthesis pathway in foxtail millet.
Exploitation of the foxtail millet genome
Availability of a genome sequence facilitates quantitative trait mapping. We used the foxtail millet genome to map herbicide resistance. The Zhang gu strain is resistant to sethoxydim whereas the A2 strain is sensitive to sethoxydim (Fig. 3a) . In the F 2 population of Zhang gu and A2 that was used for genetic map construction, the segregation of resistance to sethoxydim compared with sensitivity to sethoxydim was about 3:1 (Supplementary Table 23) , which suggested that sethoxydim resistance was probably related to a single, completely dominant, nuclear gene. We were able to map the trait to one 1.1-cM (2.4-Mb) region between marker SIsv0367 and marker SIsv1223 using our genetic map (Fig. 3b) . To fine-map this trait, we chose five SNP markers (Supplementary Table 24 ) located between SIsv0367 and SIsv1223, and genotyped them in the F 2 population. The trait of sethoxydim resistance was located between SNP markers 2 and 5 ( Fig. 3b) , in a ~100-kb region. Four genes were located in that region, including Ft_SR1, Millet_GLEAN_ 10024326, which was annotated as acetyl-CoA carboxylase. Acetyl-CoA carboxylase is the target enzyme of sethoxydim, and mutations in this gene would result in resistance to sethoxydim 15 . Within this gene, there were only six SNPs (Fig. 3c) . Of those SNPs, one possible functional SNP was located in the coding sequence of this gene and caused a codon change from CTA (Zhang gu) to ATA (A2) which changed leucine (Leu, in Zhang gu) to isoleucine (Ile, in A2). In green millet, the substitution from Ile to Leu in one acetyl-CoA gene has already been shown to code for sethoxydim resistance 15, 46 . Therefore, we have shown that the draft genome sequence can be used to accurately identify the gene for sethoxydim resistance.
DISCUSSION
The genetic and genomic data of economically important grasses are an invaluable resource for comparative and functional genomics studies. We have added to the resource of grass genomes with the draft genome sequence of foxtail millet. To assemble the foxtail millet genome we applied a whole genome shotgun strategy combined with next-generation sequencing technology. Foxtail millet has a small genome (~490 M), which is rich in repeats, consistent with the sequenced genomes of other grass species, and low in heterozygosity. We assembled the genome using data from next-generation sequencers and mapped the sequences onto chromosomes using a genetic map. The genome assembly covers ~86% of the estimated genome size, and the unassembled part is largely composed of repeat elements. Repeat-rich regions of the genome, especially long repeats that cannot be resolved using large insert-size libraries, are difficult to assemble, which resulted in a large number of contigs and scaffolds. However, for regions lacking repeat sequences, the assembly was easier and most of the genome was present in just a few hundred long scaffolds. This draft genome will be improved if bacterial artificial chromosome sequencing data of foxtail millet is developed.
The draft genome of foxtail millet will provide an important resource for crop improvement. The provision of a set of genetic markers through resequencing of a second foxtail millet strain (A2) enabled us to develop a genetic map. We also generated a set of RNA data from different tissues to underpin future studies of gene function. Finally, we applied the genome sequence to map an herbicide-resistance trait, to demonstrate the utility of this draft genome in crop improvement. Combining these genome and transcriptome data with a germplasm collection, gene transformation method and other available resources, foxtail millet can now be studied and improved in an effective way.
METhODS
Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of the paper. 
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Read Archive (SRA) under accession number SRA048234. The information for the raw reads data can be found in Supplementary  Table 25 . The genome sequence and annotation data set have been deposited into NCBI (Project ID: PRJNA77795 (chromosomes) and PRJNA73995 (scaffolds), the accession number is GSM892310). The genome assembly, annotation as well as other data mentioned can be downloaded from ftp://ftp.genomics.org.cn/pub/Foxtail_millet. Genome browser can be found on the foxtail millet genome website (http://foxtailmillet.genomics.org.cn/). The primer sequence of 759 markers used to construct the genetic map can be found in Supplementary Table 3 . The phenotype data of 480 F 2 individuals are in Supplementary Table 24 . The additional genetic markers can be found in Supplementary Table 25 .
Note: Supplementary information is available in the online version of the paper.
Genome assembly. Genome size was estimated by k-mer analysis (see details in Supplementary Notes, "Estimation of the genome size," Supplementary  Fig. 12 ). SOAPdenovo 23 was applied to assemble the genome in the procedure of contig construction, scaffold construction and gap closure. Then a genetic map was constructed for anchoring the scaffolds onto chromosomes. We developed genetic markers by resequencing strain A2. We constructed a short insert size library (500 bp) of A2 from genomic DNA of young leaves and Illumina GA II was used to do the sequencing. In total ~5G raw reads were generated. After mapping these reads back to the scaffolds of the Zhang gu strain, variations were identified ( Supplementary Fig. 13 , Supplementary  Fig. 14 and Supplementary Fig. 15 ). SOAPsnp 48 (Version 1.02) was used to identify SNPs. SOAPindel (http://soap.genomics.org.cn/, Version 1.01) was applied to identify indels. SOAPsv (http://soap.genomics.org.cn/, Version 1.01) was used to identify structure variations. In order to construct the genetic map, we selected 641 structural variants and 118 SNPs in the 613 longest scaffolds. For structural variants, in order to facilitate the genotyping, we selected structural variants with a size change of ~500 bp, which were determined by PCR and agarose gel electrophoresis. Primers were then designed based on the genome sequences of both structural variant and SNP markers. PCR was used to amplify the corresponding region in 480 F 2 individuals generated by crossing Zhang gu and A2. Genotypes of structural variants were then determined by agarose gel electrophoresis and genotypes of SNPs were determined by Sanger sequencing. We constructed the genetic map using JoinMap 49 . The genetic map was used to anchor the 631 longest scaffolds onto 9 chromosomes.
Assessing the genome assembly. To assess the genome assembly, we first mapped all the reads to the assembled genome by SOAP2 (ref. 48 ). Only mapped reads were then used to assess the support of assembly in regions. Then we compared the assembled genome sequence to the genome of sorghum 27 by Mummer 50 (Version 3.0) and colinear regions were thus identified. Rearrangements were then assessed by the support of paired-end mapped reads.
Optical mapping was then conducted. Large amounts of DNA from the Zhang gu strain was extracted from the young leaves for construction of optical maps. Whole genome shotgun single-molecule restriction maps were then generated with the highly automated Argus system (OpGen) based on optical mapping technology. Overall, 252,267 single-molecule restriction maps (SMRMs) (>250 kb) with an average size of 271 kb were generated. The total size was about 68.9 Gb, ~140× depth of the genome. The optical data were mapped to the genome assembly using commercial software (OpGen). Briefly, the fragments of optical data were mapped back to the genome according to the restriction enzyme recognition sites and the length of the fragments. The mapping accuracy of the restriction enzyme recognition sites was then determined by that software. masked genome assembly. We used AUGUSTUS 53 (Version 2.03) and Fgenesh 63 (Version 1.3) to do the de novo annotation. (ii) Homolog prediction. We mapped the protein sequences from Arabidopsis, rice, sorghum and maize to the foxtail millet genome using tblastn, by an E-value cutoff of 10 −5 , and then Genewise 64 (Version 2.2.0) was used for gene annotation. (iii) RNA-aided annotation. We mapped all the RNA reads back to the reference genome by Tophat 65 (Version 1.0.14, implemented with bowtie 66 Version 0.12.5) and assembled the transcripts according to the genome using Cufflinks 67 (Version 0.8.2). Open reading frames (ORFs) were predicted using BESTORF (http://linux1.softberry.com/ berry.phtml?topic=bestorf&group=programs&subgroup=gfind) with parameters trained on monocot genes without filtering of UTRs. (iv) GLEAN 68 . All the predictions were combined using GLEAN to produce the consensus gene sets.
Gene functions were assigned according to the best match of the alignments using blastp (E-value ≤ 10 −5 ) searching against SwissProt and Uniprot databases 61 (Release 15.10) . The motifs and domains of genes were determined by InterProScan 69 (Version 4.5) against protein databases. Gene Ontology 70 IDs for each gene were obtained from the corresponding InterPro entry. All genes were aligned against KEGG 71 (Release 48.2) proteins, and the pathway in which the gene might be involved was derived. If the best hit of the genes in any of these process was "function unknown", "putative", the second-best hits were used to assign function until there were no more hits that meet the alignment criteria (then this gene is determined as functionally unknown).
The tRNA genes were identified by tRNAscan-SE 72 . For rRNA identification, we first downloaded the Arabidopsis rRNA sequences from NCBI (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/guide/dna-rna/). Then rRNAs in the database were aligned against the foxtail millet genome using blastn to identify possible rRNAs. Other noncoding RNAs, including miRNA, snRNA, were identified using INFERNAL 73 by searching against the Rfam database.
Evolution analysis. We first identified homologous gene families across all the available grass genomes (Brachypodium, rice, maize, sorghum and foxtail millet) using OrthoMCL 74 . Gene families for which there is a single gene in each species (single-copy gene families) were then extracted. For each of these singlecopy gene families, proteins of the homolog genes were aligned by muscle 75 and the alignments were CDS-back-translated into CDS using an in-house perl script. Then all the back translated CDS sequences were joined into one super gene for each species. Fourfold generation sites were then identified in the super genes of all five species and the transversion rates (4DTv) between every two species were then calculated by an in-house perl script. Then using the 4DTv to represent distances between every two species we applied MrBayes 76 (Version 3.2.0) to construct a phylogenetic tree. Finally MultiDivergence 77 was applied to infer the divergence time base on the phylogenetic tree constructed (setting the divergence time of rice and Brachypodium to 34 Myr ago in previous study 33 ). The topology was simplified into a sketch map in Figure 1 with wheat added. The estimated divergent time was assigned onto branches.
To identify syntenic blocks within foxtail millet genome, we used MCscan 78 , which set genes as anchors. First we used blastp to align foxtail millet protein data set to itself (setting E-value to be 10 −7 ). The alignment result was then subjected to MCScan to determine syntenic block. For gene pairs in the syntenic blocks identified by MCscan, we calculated the 4DTv of each gene pair and plotted the distribution of the 4DTv of all the gene pairs.
Identification of chromosome reshuffling. After identification of the syntenic and colinear blocks between foxtail millet with other grasses, we set rice genome as reference and identified all the homologous chromosome relationships between rice and foxtail millet, rice and sorghum, foxtail millet and sorghum, foxtail millet and maize.
Gene family analysis. We clustered paralogs and orthologs using OrthoMCL method 74 with the default settings (blastp E-value ≤ 10 −5 ) for 15 sequenced plants, including eudicots, asteroids and grasses. After getting all gene families, we classified the families according to the presence or absence of genes for specific species and determined which gene families were species-specific or genus-specific.
Identification of genes in C 4 photosynthesis pathway. We retrieved the photosynthesis pathway genes from two resources: (i) from the NCBI database (we downloaded the genes identified to be involved in photosynthesis of sorghum, maize and rice); and (ii) from the functional annotation of foxtail millet proteins.
Trait mapping of sethoxydim. We used the F 2 populations (480 individuals) generated by crossing between the Zhang gu (sethoxydim resistant) and A2 (sethoxydim sensitive) strains. Sethoxydim-resistant phenotype data were collected in the F 2 population by seeding on sethoxydim medium (50 mg/l). The seeds of F 2 plants were grown in the sethoxydim medium to determine the phenotypes. If seeds were resistant to sethoxydim, the phenotype of the F 2 individual was resistant to sethoxydim. If the seeds were segregated in terms of resistance to sethoxydim, the phenotype of the F 2 individual was heterozygous.
All the in-house scripts used are available on request.
